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CaCl2 IN QUATERNARY (CaCl2+Ca(NO3)2+L-ALANINE+WATER) SYSTEM  
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Abstract - In this paper, the thermodynamic properties 

of a quaternary system including CaCl2 and Ca(NO3)2 

as mixed electrolytes into the aqueous L-alanine 

mixture, using the potentiometric method, are reported. 

The potentiometric measurements were performed on 

the galvanic cells over total ionic strengths from 

0.0100 to 4.0000 mol•kg-1 at T = (298.2, 303.2 and 

308.2) K and P = 0.1 MPa. Data modeling was 

performed by Pitzer ion interaction model. 

 

1. Introduction 

Amino acids are widely used in several fields such as 

pharmaceutical, chemical, and food industries. Hence, 

the study on some processes such as separation, 

purification, and concentration of these biomolecules 

are very important [1-2]. 

Electrochemical cells are one of the appropriate tools 

to measure and calculate the thermodynamic properties 

of solutions containing amino acids and electrolytes [3-

4]. 

In this work, the results relating to the mean activity 

coefficient measurements for (CaCl2 + Ca(NO3)2 + L-

alanine + water) system using the potentiometric 

method werer reported at T = (298.2, 303.2 and 308.2 ) 

K and P = 0.1 MPa.  

The potentiometric measurements were carried out on 

galvanic cells containing ion-selective electrodes (Ca-

ISE and NO3-ISE) and Ag–AgCl electrodes over the 

ionic strength ranging from 0.0100 to 4.0000 mol•kg-1 

for different series of the salt molal ratios r (0.1, 1, 2.5, 

5, 7.5, and 10) and single salt Ca(NO3)2 solution in L-

alanine and water mixed solvent with molality of 0.2 

mol•kg-1. 

The results were interpreted based on Pitzer ion 

interaction model. The unknown parameters have been 

evaluated for under studied systems. 

 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Apparatus and reagents: All of the 

potentiometric measurements were made using a 

digital multimeter (Martini instruments Mi180) whose 

resolution was 0.1 mV. The output of the multimeter 

was connected to a personal computer by the RS232 

connector for data acquisition.  

Dibutyl phthalate, potassium tetrakis (pchlorophenyl) 

borate, high molar mass poly(vinylchloride), 

tetrahydrofuran, L-alanine, Calcium chloride, Calcium 

nitrate and all other reagents used were purchased from 

chemical companies. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author Email: B-Ghalami@guilan.ac.ir 

2.2. Potentiometric measurement:  
The emf measurements of the galvanic cell Ag-

AgCl│CaCl2.2H2O (m1), Ca(NO3)2.4H2O (m2), L-

alanine (0.2 mol•kg-1), H2O│Ca–ISE were made using 

standard addition procedure to give the experimental 

mean activity coefficients of CaCl2 at different ionic 

strengths in mixed electrolyte solutions. For this 

purpose, the concentrated mixed electrolyte solutions 

were added into the mentioned cell containing a 

proportion volume of double-distilled water. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Determination of the mean activity coefficients 

and Pitzer parameters for ternary systems:  
The values of measured emf and the obtained mean 

activity coefficients of single electrolytes in mixtures 

of L-alanine and water (mA=0.2 mol•kg−1) at T= 

(298.2, 303.2 and 308.2) K were determined. Pitzer 

ion-interaction parameters for calcium chloride and 

calcium nitrate ( 0

MX
 , 1

MX
 , and 

MX
C ) were obtained 

by an iteration minimization procedure employing the 

Microsoft Excel (solver) program, according to 

equation (1).  
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The obtained results were listed in table 1 for the 

investigated systems at T = (298.2, 303.2, and 308.2) 

K. 

3.2. Determination of the mean activity coefficients 

for quaternary (CaCl2+Ca(NO3)2+L-alanine+water) 

system:  
Experimental mean activity coefficients of CaCl2 were 

determined for various series of salt molal ratio by 

using the Nernst equation. Fig. 1 shows the 

experimental activity coefficients of CaCl2 against 

total ionic strength for various series of salt molal 

ratios at T = 298.2 K. 

 
Table 1 Pitzer ion-interaction parameters (β(0), β(1), and Cφ) of 

CaCl2 and Ca(NO3)2 

Temperature 0 1 Cφ 

CaCl2 

T= 298.2 K 0.3084 1.5590 -0.00501 

T= 303.2 K 0.3111 1.5409 -0.00410 

T= 308.2 K 0.3114 1.4050 -0.00506 

Ca(NO3)2 

T= 298.2 K -0.0423 3.7625 0.06263 

T= 303.2 K -0.0671 3.8101 0.07742 
T= 308.2 K -0.0978 4.0538 0.09353 
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3.3. Determination of mixed ionic interaction 

parameters (θ and ψ ):  
The mixed ionic interaction parameters (θ and ψ) were 

evaluated for the ternary system studied, according to 

Pitzer graphical method. This procedure defines the 

quantity of ln
 
as the difference between the 

measured mean activity coefficients for the mixture 

(lnγexp) and that calculated (lnγcalc) on the basis of θ 

= ψ = 0 from Eq. (2). So a plot of the left side of Eq. 

(3) versus  
CaCl

mm 2121   should give 
3ClNO

  as the 

intercept and 
3CaClNO

  as the slope. 
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The results obtained were illustrated in table 2. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Plot of the values of mean activity coefficient of CaCl2 

versus ionic strength in (CaCl2+Ca(NO3)2+L-alanine+water) for 

different series of molal ratio at T= 298.2 K and P = 0.1 MPa. 

 
Table 2 Pitzer mixing parameters obtained for the  

(CaCl2 + Ca(NO3)2 + L-alanine + water) quaternary system at T = 
298.2 K. 

r 
3ClNO

  
3CaClNO

  

r = 0.1 0.279 -0.456 
r = 1 0.185 -0.139 

r = 2.5 0.195 -0.173 

r = 5 1.834 -0.801 
r = 7.5 -0.25 -0.154 

Mean 0.4486 -0.3446 

r = 10 -1.081 -0.492 

 

4. Conclusions 

The galvanic cell consisting of a ion selective 

electrodes were used to study the thermodynamic 

properties of (Ca(NO3)2+L-alanine+H2O) and 

(CaCl2+Ca(NO3)2+L-alanine+water) system at T = 

(298.2 , 303.2 and 308.2) K. The unknown parameters 

of Pitzer were determined for the whole data set of 

system. Results show that the adjustable parameters of 

Pitzer’s model have the explicit relation. 
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